
Anaconda Usability Test Administrator's Worksheet

User's Name: Computer Name/Number:

Filename of video: 

Admin's Name: Use Case:

Check the box to the left if the user visited the section.

Which language did the user select? _________________________
How did the user select the language?  [  ] Scroll and click

                 [  ] Search bar

[  ] Language Selection 
What language did the user select? ________________________

[  ] Time Zone
How did the user select the time zone? _____________________

[  ] Map
[  ] Drop-down Menu

[  ] Did the user select Network Time Protocol (NTP)? 

[  ] Keyboard 
[  ] Did the user add a language? 

Which one(s)? ___________________________
[  ] Did the user use the text area to test the keyboard layout?

[  ] Installation Source
[  ] Did the user select an auto-detected install media?

[  ] Network Configuration
[  ] Did the user turn the network connection On/Off?

Notes/Comments:



[  ] Did the user add any new connections?
[  ] Did the user change any security settings?

Which ones? ______________________
[  ] Did the user change any of the IPv4 settings?

Which ones? ______________________
[  ] Did the user change any of the IPv6 settings?

Which ones? ______________________

[  ] Software Selection
Which environment did the user select? (if any) ___________________________________________
Which add-ons did the user select? (if any) ___________________________________________

[  ] Installation Destination
Did the user select to partition:  [  ] Automatically

 [  ] Manually
[  ] Did the user encrypt all partitions?

[  ] Reclaim Disk Space Dialog
[  ] Did the user shrink any partitions? 
__________________________________
[  ] Did the user delete any partitions?
__________________________________

[  ] Custom Partitioning Screen
[  ] Did the user click the link to create an initial set of partitions or did they create their partitions   
       completely from scratch?
[  ] Did the user create any new partitions?
[  ] Did the user delete any partitions?
[  ] Did the user change any settings in the layout?
[  ] Did the user read the help screen?

Notes/Comments:



Assessment of the Overall Test

How did the user appear to handle the interface? Did they seem generally satisfied, energized, frustrated, 
or angry?

Was the installation process a success? Did the system correctly complete installing?

Was the user unable to configure anything they wanted to? Which things couldn't they configure?

Which screens in the UI were the most problematic for the user?

Notes/Comments:


